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The Whole World Is Watching
DaMarcus Beasley on the Houston 2026 World Cup bid and growth of soccer in the country: 'The whole world is watching the United States.' ...
DaMarcus Beasley: 'The whole world is watching the United States'
So, why does watching sport make us want to get sporty ourselves? “Watching sport makes us realise the power of community and triggers the sense of belonging that we all crave,” says sports ...
The Psychology Of Why Watching Sport Makes Us Want To Get Fit
After starting her Olympic dream with a poem at the age of nine, the Australian high jumper’s rituals paid off in Tokyo.
The inspirational message Nicola McDermott wrote before winning Olympic silver
I have a lot of matches and a lot of experience, but this is unique – the final of the World Cup is unique. If I thought about the real situation, maybe it would break my mind and I would miss the ...
What if I miss? Inside the mental pressure of a penalty shootout
The Perseid meteor shower, one of summer’s most alluring astronomical events, is known to rain 50 to 100 shooting stars per hour at peak, seen all over the dome of the sky. This is an exceptional year ...
EYES TO THE SKY: Perseid meteors fly mid-week; all-night planets
Rafael Nadal will begin his preparations for a record-breaking 21st Grand Slam at next month's Citi Open in Washington. Nadal will be making his debut at the ATP 500 tournament following his ...
"The whole town is buzzing to watch Rafael Nadal, tickets sold out the minute they went on sale" - Citi Open chairman Mark Ein
Netball Australia wants the sport to be put on the world stage in Brisbane in 2032, saying young netballers deserve the chance to "dream of Olympic glory in the sport they love".
Netball Australia flags bid for sport to be included in the 2032 Brisbane Olympics
William Shakespeare s works and characters have time and again inspired some of the most popular works across the world. In India, we saw Gulzar, Vishal Bhardw ...
The Rubber Bond
In a world where everyone seems to be running out of good shows to watch, more people should be talking about Dark. But they're not. And that's weird. CNET Culture Entertain your brain with the ...
More people need to watch the best TV show on Netflix
Year in and year out, Tel Aviv’s startup community has proven that it can achieve more than whole countries within its 52km 2, thanks to investment in world-class research facilities, robust ...
The hottest startups in Tel Aviv
The original The World Ends With You is a game that I always felt like I should have loved more. It’s a title I’m still very fond of but, having ...
NEO: The World Ends With You Review
Describing the album title to, Yola says that Standing for Myself "is as much about standing in my power as much as it is deciding that minimizing myself is not going to win me anything," and, "that ...
Album of the Week: Yola, 'Stand For Myself'
There's too many! Here are our favourites... Netflix is jam packed with award-winning documentaries across multiple different topics. There's so many! We've tried to highlight some of our personal ...
The best Netflix documentaries to watch tonight
It seems fitting that, a day after the Tokyo Olympics wrap up, we celebrate the 85th anniversary of the day Jesse Owens capped off his breathtaking performance at the 1936 Berlin Games, winning the ...
In His Own Words: Celebrating the 85th Anniversary of Jesse Owens Winning His Historic Four Gold Medals at the 1936 Olympics
India were frustrated in their bid to go 1-0 up in the five-match contest as rain washed out the last day of the first Test.
Looks like the right template for us: Virat Kohli on playing four pacers in England Test series
At last, a new generation has picked up the baton. After winning gold in the 110m hurdles at the 2004 Athens Olympics, Liu was thrust into the limelight as China's only true star of the track, ...
Passing the baton to next generation of sprint stars
Matt Thomas wants to be in the Olympics: no different than thousands, if not millions, of other people from all around the world.Unlike the rest, though, Thomas plays ...
Georgia native Matt Thomas pushes to get chess boxing into the Olympics
We’ve seen quite a few impressive drag car builds in the past, and this Toyota MR2 built by automotive YouTube channel BoostezBoiz is definitely one of them. The MR2 makes over 1,000 horsepower from ...
This 7-Second Toyota MR2 Build Is Now The World’s Quickest MR2 In The Quarter Mile
The team now heads to Indiana to play in the Great Lakes Regional, facing Michigan on Sunday, Aug. 8. The game will be broadcast on ESPN+.
After winning the state championship, the Elmbrook all-star team is one step closer to the Little League World Series
SCOTLAND’S world-leading renewables sector has helped catapult the country into the top three European countries producing electricity from ...
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